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ABSTRACT

In this paper� a modi�cation of the ��D SPIHT��� which is the ��D extension to image sequence of ��D SPIHT still
image coding�� is presented in order to allow more �exibility in choosing the number of frames to be processed at
one time by introducing unbalanced tree structure� Simulation shows that ��D SPIHT with reduced coding latency
still achieves coding results comparable to MPEG��� and exhibits more uniform PSNR �uctuations� In addition�
extension to color video coding is accomplished without explicit rate�allocation� and can be used to any color�plane
representation�

� INTRODUCTION

Video coding achieves high coding e�ciency by exploiting temporal correlation among pixels in successive frames of
an image sequence� Motion compensated predictive coding �MCP	 is a widely accepted coding method� which has a
hybrid structure whereby subband�transform coding in the spatial domain is applied to MC prediction error signals�
In fact� MCP has been employed by the several international video coding standards such as MPEG��� MPEG��� and
H����� Another approach is ��D subband�wavelet coding with�without MC����������� They are straightforward exten�
sions of ��D subband�wavelet to temporal domain� and are di�erent mainly in the way generating �D subbands and
coding methods applied to the subbands� A strong inter�frame correlation manifests itself as an energy compaction
in the temporal low�subbands� The advantages of ��D subband�wavelet coding scheme are the lower computational
complexity comparing to MCP mehtod� none�recursive structure that limits error propagation within a certain size
of video segment� and multiresolutional property for possible video scalability�

Inspired by excellent results of the SPIHT� �set partitioning in hierarchical trees	 for image coding scheme by
Said and Pearlman� there has been extensive research on zero�tree based coding for video compression� There are
two main streams for video coding using zero�tree structure� One kind of scheme uses conventional predictive coding
method with�without motion compensation to �rst remove inter�frame correlation� Then� it applies two�dimensional
discrete wavelet transformation ���D DWT	 in each residual frame to reduce spatial redundancy and set up a ��D
hierarchical structure��� The other method� which seems to be more powerful and e�cient� uses ��D discrete wavelet
transformation ���D DWT	 to remove spatio�temporal redundancy� compact energy in particular low spatio�temporal
frequency subbands� and set up three dimensional spatio�temporal hierarchical structure to better adapt to the three
dimensional nature of video�

Recently� ��D extensions� ��D IEZW �improved embedded zero�tree coding	�	 from ��D IEZW� and ��D SPIHT���

from ��D SPIHT�� which have the properties of progressive transmission� fast coding�decoding� complete adaptiveness
�no training	� precise rate control� and very simple implementation� reported excellent results without any motion
compensation method� Those results reported were better than MPEG���s with its complicated motion compensation
in terms of PSNR �peak signal to noise ratio	 as well as visual quality� especially at low bit�rate�

In previous ��D SPIHT��� the �
 bi�orthogonal Daubeachies� �lter was used for ��D DWT with the same



number �� times	 of decompositions applied to the two spatial directions and to �� frames in the temporal direction�
This constraint to three levels of decomposition is the most that can be applied to the temporal direction� so that
limiting the spatial levels to three may prevent further exploitation of spatial redundancy with larger size of video�
Furthermore� even sixteen frame processing may cause unacceptable coding delay for transmission on some channels�

In this paper� we employ a modi�cation of the ��D SPIHT tree structure to have the �exibility to choose di�erent
numbers of decompositions between the temporal and spatial domains� in order to select a smaller number of frames
to process at one time� In this way� we can decide what is the best trade�o� between performance� coding delay�
and memory requirements with the capability of using a larger number of decompositions in the spatial domain to
compensate for possible loss of coding performance from reducing the number of frames processed at one time� With
this smaller coding unit and structural freedom� there are several possible implementation options in terms of �lter
choice� and number of frames in one coding unit�

In addition� we will consider embedded color video coding scheme� which allows implicit bit allocations among
color planes� and generates one mixed color bit�stream so that we can stop decoding at any point of the bit�stream
and reconstruct the color video sequence of best quality at the given bit�rate�

The organization of this paper is as follows� Section � reviews basic principles of SPIHT� Unbalanced trees are
addressed in section � to allow smaller number of group of frames �GOF 	� Embedded color video coding scheme is
discussed in section �� Section � provides computer simulation results� Section 
 concludes the paper�

� ��D SPIHT

��D SPIHT algorithm is based on three basic concepts� ��	 code�transmit important information �rst based on
the bit�plane representation of pixels ��	 ordered re�nement bit�plane transmission� and ��	 coding is performed
along the prede�ned path�trees called spatio�temporal orientation trees� which e�ciently exploit the properties of a
��D wavelet transformed video�

��D SPIHT consists of two main stages as in ��D SPIHT�� sorting and re�nement� In the sorting stage� ��D
SPIHT sorts pixels by magnitude with respect to a threshold� which is a power of two� called the level of signi�cance�
However� this sorting is a partial ordering� as there is no prescribed ordering among the coe�cients with the same
level of signi�cance or highest signi�cant bit� The sorting is based on the signi�cance test of pixels along the
spatio�temporal orientation trees rooted from the highest level of the pyramid in the ��D wavelet transformed video�

Spatio�temporal orientation trees were introduced to test signi�cance of groups of pixels for e�cient compression
by exploiting self�similarity and magnitude localization properties in a ��D wavelet transformed video� In other
words� the ��D SPIHT exploits the circumstance that if a pixel in the higher level of pyramid is insigni�cant� it
is very likely that its descendants are insigni�cant� Suppose that we have video dimensions of M � N � F � where
M � N � and F are horizontal� vertical� and temporal dimensions of GOF � Suppose further that we have l recursive
decompositions in both spatial and temporal domains� Thus� we have a root video dimension of MR � NR � FR�
where MR � M��l� NR � N��l � and FR � F��l� Then� we de�ne three di�erent sets as follows�

Definition ���� A node represented by a pixel �i� j� k	 is said to be a root node� a middle node� or a leaf node
according to the following rule�
If i � MR and j � NR and k � FR then �i� j� k	 � R
Else if i �M�� and j � N�� and k � F��� then �i� j� k	 � L
Else �i� j� k	 �M�
And� the sets R� M� and L represent Root� Middle� and Leaf respectively�

With the above three di�erent classes of a node� there exist three di�erent parent�o�spring rules� Let us denote
O�i� j� k	 as a set of o�spring pixels of a parent pixel �i� j� k	� Then� we have the following three di�erent parent�
o�spring relationships depending on a pixel location in the hierarchical tree�



If �i� j� k	 � R�
O�i� j� k	 � f
�i � � �MR� j � � � NR� k � � � FR	� �i�MR� j � � �NR� k� � � FR	�
�i � � �MR� j �NR� k� � � FR	� �i �MR� j �NR� k� � � FR	�
�i � � �MR� j � � � NR� k � FR	� �i �MR� j � � � NR� k � FR	�
�i � � �MR� j �NR� k� FR	� �i�MR� j � NR� k � FR	
g
If �i� j� k	 �M�
O�i� j� k	 � f
��i� �j� �k	� ��i� �� �j� �k	� ��i� �j� �� �k	�
��i � �� �j � �� �k	� ��i� �j� �k� �	� ��i� �� �j� �k� �	�
��i� �j � �� �k� �	� ��i� �� �j � �� �k� �	
g
If �i� j� k	 � L�
O�i� j� k	 � f�g

��	

Fig� � illustrates the parent�o�spring relationship in the highest level of pyramid� assuming the root dimension
is � � � � � for simplicity� S�LL� S�LH� S�HL� and S�HH represent spatial low�low� low�high� high�low� high�high
frequency subbands in the vertical and horizontal directions� There is a group �node	 of � pixels indicated by ���� �a��
�b�� �c�� �d�� �e�� �f� in S�LL� where pixel �f� is hidden under pixel �b�� As in ��D SPIHT� one pixel in a root node has
no o�spring� i�e�� every pixel located at ��� position in a root node has no o�spring� Each arrow originating from a
root pixel pointing to a �� �� � node shows the parent�o�spring linkage� In Fig� �� o�spring node �F� of pixel �f� is
hidden under node �B� which is o�spring node of �b�� Having de�ned a tree� the same sorting algorithm can be now
applied to the video sequence along the new spatio�temporal trees� i�e�� set partitioning is now performed in the ��D
domain�
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Figure �� Parent�o�spring relationship in the highest level of pyramid

For practical implementation� ��D SPIHT maintains three linked lists� the list of insigni�cant pixels �LIP 	� the
list of signi�cant pixels �LSP 	� the list of insigni�cant sets �LIS	� At the initialization stage� ��D SPIHT initializes
the LIP with all the pixels in the highest level of the pyramid� the LIS with all the pixels in the highest level of
pyramid except the pixels which do not have descendants� and the LSP as an empty list� The basic function of
actual sorting algorithm is to recursively partition sets in the LIS to locate individually signi�cant pixels� insigni�cant
pixels� and smaller insigni�cant sets and move their co�ordinates to the appropriate lists� the LSP � LIP and LIS�
respectively� After each sorting stage� ��D SPIHT outputs re�nement bits at the current level of bit signi�cance of
those pixels which had been moved to the LSP at higher thresholds� In this way� the magnitudes of signi�cant pixels



are re�ned with the bits that decrease the error the most� This process continues by decreasing the current threshold
successively by factors of two until the desired bit�rate or video quality is reached� One can refer to� and�� for more
details�

� UNBALANCED SPATIO�TEMPORAL ORIENTATION TREES

In ��D SPIHT�� a dyadic decomposition is used� keeping the same number of horizontal and vertical decomposi�
tions� and spatial orientation trees utilize the pyramid structure to e�ciently code image� Hence� every signi�cance
test of a pixel and its descendants ends after going through the same number of levels in the trees� In other words�
every tree terminates after the same level�

Having the natural extension of ��D spatial orientation trees to ��D spatio�temporal orientation trees� we are
forced to have the same number of recursive decompositions �balanced tree	 in the spatial and temporal domain�
In addition� due to the structure of a node in ��D SPIHT� it is necessary to maintain at least two frames for the
same temporal lowest subband� which� coupled with number of decomposition levels� a�ects directly the number of
frames in the GOF � For example� the ��D SPIHT will require a minimumof four frames for one level spatio�temporal
decomposition� However� for an e�cient subband coding of image� it has been known that three or more recursive
spatial decompositions are required depending on the image size� In general� more dyadic spatial decompositions are
required for a larger image size for a better performance� The previous ��D SPIHT�� requires F � �� frames for
l � � levels of decomposition in both temporal and spatial domain� This constraint to three levels of decomposition
is the most that can be applied to the temporal direction� so that limiting the spatial levels to three may prevent
further exploitation of spatial redundancy for a relatively large size of video sequence� Furthermore� even �� frame
processing may cause unacceptable coding delay for interactive video application� The same problem occurs in ��D
IEZW�	

To achieve more �exibility in choosing the number of frames in GOF by separating number of decompositions
in temporal and spatial domain� we should allow unbalanced trees� Suppose that we have three levels of spatial
decomposition� and one level of temporal decomposition with GOF � �� Then� a pixel with coordinate of �i� j� �	 has
a longer descendant tree �three levels	 than that of a pixel with coordinate of �i� j� �	 �one level	� since any pixel with
temporal coordinate of zero does not have its descendants in the temporal direction� Thus� the descendants trees in
the later signi�cance tests terminate sooner than those of the �rst� This modi�cation can be made by keeping track
of two di�erent kinds of pixels in this case� One has a tree of three levels� and the other has a tree of one level�

With this smaller GOF � and structural freedom� there are several possible implementation options in terms of
�lter choice� and capability of a larger number of decompositions in the spatial domain to compensate for a possible
loss of coding performance from reducing the number of frames in GOF � For example� it would be a better choice
to use a shorter �lter for short segments �� frames	 of video sequence such as S�P transform� which is known to be
very e�cient and uses only integer operations�


� COLOR�EMBEDDED VIDEO CODING

So far� we have considered only one color plane� namely luminance� In this section� we will consider a simple
application of the ��D SPIHT to any color video coding� while still retaining full embeddedness� and precise rate
control�

A simple application of the ��D SPIHT to color video would be to code each color plane separately as does
a conventional color video coder� Then� the generated bit�stream of each plane would be serially concatenated�
However� this simple method would require allocation of bits among color components� losing precise rate control�
and would fail to meet the requirement of the full embeddedness of the video codec since the decoder needs to wait
until the full bit�stream arrives to reconstruct and display� Instead� one can treat all color planes as one unit at the
coding stage� and generate one mixed bit�stream so that we can stop at any point of the bit�stream and reconstruct
the color video of the best quality at the given bit�rate� In addition� we want the algorithm to automatically allocate
bits optimally among the color planes� By doing so� we will still keep the full embeddedness and precise rate control
of ��D SPIHT� The bit�streams generated by both methods are depicted in the Fig� �� where the �rst one shows a
conventional color bit�stream� while the second shows how the color�embedded bit�stream is generated� from which
it is clear that we can stop at any point of the bit�stream� and can still reconstruct a color video at that bit�rate as



opposed to the �rst case�
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1 color component (Y) only available at this point

Y, U, and V all available at this point

Bit-stream of separate color coding

Embedded color bit-stream

Figure �� Bit�streams of two di�erent methods� separate color coding �exact order of Y� U� and V	 and embedded
color coding �Y� U� or V selected at any point	

Let us consider a tri�stimulus color space with luminance Y plane such as YUV� YCrCb� etc� for simplicity� Each
such color plane will be separately wavelet transformed� having its own pyramid structure� Now� to code all color
planes together� the ��D SPIHT algorithm will initialize the LIP and LIS with the appropriate coordinates of the
top level in all three planes� Fig� � shows the initial internal structure of the LIP and LIS� where Y �U � and V
stand for the coordinates of each root pixel in each color plane� Since each color plane has its own spatial orientation
trees� which are mutually exclusive and exhaustive among the color planes� it automatically assigns the bits among
the planes according to the signi�cance of the magnitudes of their own coordinates� The e�ect of the order in which
the root pixels of each color plane are initialized will be negligible except when coding at extremely low bit�rate�

YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYUUUUUVVVVV

Figure �� Initial internal structure of LIP and LIS� assuming the U and V planes are one�fourth the size of the Y
plane�

� SIMULATION RESULTS

First� we will see the e�ect of size of GOF on the performance of ��D SPIHT� In general� a larger size of GOF
is expected to give better rate�distortion performance� Unfortunately� temporal �ltering causes inevitable coding
latency� However� this poses a problem only for interactive video applications� as pointed in�� We use three di�erent
GOF s ��� �� ��	 to test with the same video sequences� and analyze in terms of speci�c camera movement� With
GOF of �� and � frames� S�P transform
 is used for ��level and ��level temporal decomposition respectively� while
with GOF of �� frames� the �
 bi�orthogonal Daubechies� wavelet �lters are used� In all cases� we performed three
levels of spatial decomposition with the same �
 Daubechies� wavelet �lters�

From frame � to ��� the camera is almost still� and the only movements are the bouncing ping pong ball� and
hands of the player� where� as shown in Fig� � of �table tennis�� the GOF of �� outperforms the smaller size of
GOF � Then� the camera begins to move away �or zoom out from frame �� � �
	� and the whole body of the player
shows up� where GOF size does not seem to a�ect the performance very much� In this region� MPEG�� obviously
catches up with the camera zooming better than ��D SPIHT� Then� there occurs a sudden scene change at frame ��
�a new player begins to show up	� Note the interesting fact that the GOF of �� is not a�ected very much by the
sudden scene change since the scene change occurs in the middle of �� frame segment of frames �� � ��� which are
simultaneously processed by ��D SPIHT� while GOF of � su�ers severely from the scene change of frame �� which
is the last frame of � frame segment of frames �� � ��� With several simulations� we found that larger size of GOF
is in general less vulnerable or even shows a good adaptation to a sudden scene change� After the frame ��� the
sequence stays still� and there is only small local motion �swinging hands	� which is e�ectively coded by ��D SPIHT�
��D SPIHT more quickly tracks up to high PSNR in the still region compared with MPEG�� in the Fig� �� where
MPEG�� shows lower PSNR in that region�



Sequence GOF � � �dB	 GOF � � �dB	 GOF � �� �dB	 MPEG�� �dB	

tennis ��� ����� ���� ����

football �
��� �
��� �
�� ����

Table �� Coding results with di�erent GOF at ��� bpp �
�� kbits	 �Average PSNR in dB	

Bit�rate �� kbps �Y U V	 dB �� kbps �Y U V	 dB

��D SPIHT ���� ����� ����� �
�� ����� �����
H���� ����� �
�
 ����� �
��� ���� �����

Table �� Coding Results of �Hall monitor� sequence �frames � � ���	 at bit�rates of �� kbps and �� kbps� and frame
rate of �� fps

In Fig� � of �football�� we again see that GOF of �� outperforms the smaller GOF s� It has been quite a surprise
that ��D SPIHT is better than MPEG�� for all di�erent GOF sizes� It seems that the conventional block matching
motion compensation of MPEG�� to �nd translational movement of blocks in the frame does not work well in this
sequence� where there is much more complex local motion everywhere and not much global camera movement� This
similar phenomenon has also been reported by Taubman and Zahkor in��

Average PSNRs with di�erent GOF s are shown in Table � for the performance comparison� in which we can
again observe that GOF � �� gives the best average PSNR performance at the cost of longer coding delay and more
memory� However� the gain is not much in the �football� sequence with complex motion and stationary camera�

Although it might have been expected that ��D SPIHT would degrade in performance frommotion in the sequence�
we have seen that ��D SPIHT is working relatively well for local motion� even better than MPEG�� with motion
compensation on the �football� sequence� Even with the similar average PSNR� better visual quality of reconstructed
video was reported��� As in the most ��D subband video coders�	 one can observe that PSNR dips at the GOF
boundaries partly due to the object motion and partly due to the boundary extension for the temporal �ltering with
GOF � ��� However� they are not visible in the reconstructed video� With smaller number of GOF such as � and
�� more uniform frame�by�frame PSNR �uctuation was observed�

Next� we provide simulation results of color�embedded coding of ����� �or �����	 chrominance subsampled QCIF
��
�����	 sequence� We tested �hall monitor� sequence at relatively low bit�rate and compared with H���� which is
the latest test model �test model number ���	 downloaded from the public domain �ftp���bonde�nta�no�pub�tmn�	�
All advanced options ��D �E �F	 of H���� were activated� Note that not many video coding schemes perform
reasonably well in both high bit�rate and low bit�rate� To demonstrate embeddedness of ��D color video coder� we
reconstructed video at bit�rates of �� kbps and �� kbps� and frame�rate of �� fps by coding every third frame� with
the same color�embedded bit�stream compressed at higher bit�rate ��� kbps� In this simulation� we chose GOF � ���
since required memory and computational time are reasonable with QCIF sized video� The average PSNRs coding
frame � � ��� �� frames coded	 are shown in the Table �� in which we can observe that ��D SPIHT gives average
PSNRs of Y component slightly inferior to those of H���� and average PSNRs of U and V components slightly better
than those of H�����

In overall� color ��D SPIHT still preserves precise rate control� self�adjusting rate allocation according to the
magnitude distribution of the pixels in all three color planes� and full embeddedness�

� CONCLUSION

In this paper� a modi�cation of ��D SPIHT is presented to achieve lower coding latency and �exibility of design�
It should be pointed out that� by allowing the unbalanced trees� we can allow any number of recursive spatial
decompositions for larger size of video regardless of the number of frames to be processed at one time� In addition�
color�embedded coding was obtained and preserves the desired properties such as automatic rate allocation� precise
rate control�
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